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About this Guide 

This guide is built from practical experience of hosting WooCommerce stores on 
WooCart, the first hosting built exclusively for WooCommerce.

We’ve seen many clients struggle with store speed, regardless if they were running 
the smallest or the largest hosting plan. We’ve collected these tips after our 
recommendations started repeating. 

The most surprising thing is how simple some of these fixes are but how big of an 
impact they have.

If you need a hosting provider that’s working only with WooCommerce stores and users 
like you, make sure to check out WooCart! There’s more information at the end of this 
guide.

Let’s get started.

https://woocart.com/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=speed&utm_campaign=pdflinks


Five Easy Store Configuration Fixes 
for Faster Page Load

1. Keep pagination at max 20 items on shop pages and
in admin

Done quickly and easily and on any store, even if you are not a developer.

This might be obvious to some, but we’ve seen way too many stores that have pagination 
set at 100 products per page, or even more. WooCommerce needs to load all of those 
products' details, which costs CPU and memory resources.

2. Upload only optimized and compressed images

Again, this might be obvious, but we still find customers uploading 5MB images and 
4000px in width, and with a bit of bad luck (/coding), their theme is loading that image 
full-size and destroying the page speed.

Before you upload images to your WooCommerce store, go through these two steps:

Remove EXIF data from photos. Many websites that do that for free, one of 
them is Verexif.

Compress images. Lossless compression is available for png and jpg files. There 
should be no visual difference in the final image. One of the websites that do that 
for free is TinyPNG.

If you’re hosting on a modern provider, like WooCart, we take it from there and serve 
the best version of the image to the visitor based on their device.

This advice goes for both the shop page and the admin dashboard. Keep all items at a 
maximum of 20 to keep the store running smoothly.

Pagination is the listing of a large number of products on multiple 
pages.
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3. Embed the correct image size
Another big mistake with images is embedding the wrong size with your page builder. You 
can, and should use large images for your product pages. But, when you’re embedding 
images for category thumbnails on the homepage, make sure you choose the smallest 
possible version.

This way, the theme will not load the largest image for something that is only 200px wide.

4. Install fewer plugins
This will not be a popular opinion, but you should keep the number of plugins as low as 
possible. If it’s not critical, don’t install it. Not only does this help with page speed, but it 
also simplifies maintenance and troubleshooting.

What’s a reasonable limit? If you’re building a new store, limit yourself to 20 plugins. We 
urge you to stop at 40, no matter the store size. Besides performance, the number of 
conflicts and maintenance issues that will start popping up after that is not worth it.
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5. Run fewer scripts
No matter how fast your server is, if your website is loading many external scripts, it will be 
slow. It’s waiting for that server to send it the script, and if there are many scripts, it’ll be 
waiting for a long time.

The first thing to do is to ask yourself how many of those are really critical to your store. Are 
they worth the potential decrease in performance and, therefore, lower conversion rate?

Once you’ve removed the least important scripts, you can delay the loading of the rest 
with a simple free plugin called Flying Scripts. It’s straightforward to configure, and you’ll 
see the improved result immediately.

Scripts are usually Javascript files for services like analytics, 
newsletter software, live chat or anything else that loads something 
from another website.

JS

https://wordpress.org/plugins/flying-scripts/


Bonus Tip: Disable wc-ajax=get_refreshed_fragments

This is a WooCommerce script that checks the cart content. By default, it 
checks them for all visitors, no matter if they have something in the cart or not. 
This can potentially slow down your store.

You can disable this script with the plugin Disable Cart Fragments. This does 
not impact visitors that have a product in the cart.
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https://wordpress.org/plugins/disable-cart-fragments/
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Two popular themes to avoid
In our benchmark tests we found that Woodmart and Porto are, out-of-box, by far 
the slowest to load. We would strongly recommend you avoid them.

How to Choose a Fast Theme and 
the Fastest Three We Tested
Start on the right foot. Bonus: two popular themes to avoid at all costs.

A light-weight theme is a great start for your store. Avoid all-in-one themes that have a lot 
of in-built features since those usually result only in unnecessary bloat. The two 
light themes we recommend are Astra and Suki. They are customizable, very fast, and 
support the popular page builders.

Bonus: page builders
Page builders also have a large impact on store performance. We 
strongly recommend using Gutenberg if you can, and avoid large 
builders like Elementor. The fastest page builder we tested was Beaver 
Builder.

https://wpastra.com/
https://sukiwp.com/
https://woocart.com/blog/fastest-woocommerce-theme?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=speed&utm_campaign=pdflinks
https://woocart.com/blog/fastest-woocommerce-page-builder?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=speed&utm_campaign=pdflinks


Understand the difference between shared, and 
cloud/dedicated

Finding the Best Hosting for Your 
WooCommerce Store
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Before you choose a host, you should understand the three common options:

Shared Hosting – cheap and (often) slow. Shared hosting means many sites are 
sharing the same server. If one site starts receiving an influx of visitors, it slows down 
the whole server until it’s shut down by the host.

Cloud/Dedicated – premium and fast with more control. With these hosts, you 
receive dedicated resources on a cloud server. This gives you more control over your 
store, plus makes it faster and a lot more reliable.

Keep in mind large majority of managed WordPress hosts are shared hosting.

Avoid some of the most popular hosting providers

The recommendations you see on blogs are almost exclusively written by hosting affiliates. 
Due to the large payouts of the big hosting providers, this means the same companies are 
getting recommended everywhere.

These include Bluehost, GoDaddy, WP Engine, and SiteGround.

While these hosts might be good enough for a blogger, they are NOT suitable for your 
store. You need performance, and you can’t get it from an oversold shared hosting that has 
a ton of other websites.

Besides that, GoDaddy and SiteGround have shady pricing practices where they advertise 
3-year hosting subscriptions, but the monthly subscription is three times the price. When
you take the regular price into account, they are not even cheap.

There are many other smaller but reliable hosting providers, and you can usually expect a 
lot better support from them.

All hosts promise fast page load, discover how to know which one delivers.
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Find a host that understands WooCommerce
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We built WooCart exclusively and from the ground up for WooCommerce users. We know 
the issues WooCommerce users face, and we addressed them with our service.

Performance if of the utmost importance for store owners, so dedicated 
resources on Google Cloud come out-of-box. There’s also custom cache for 
WooCommerce, image CDN, and automatic image optimization. All of this 
results in amazing page speed.

Maintenance WooCommerce are the next big problems. That’s why we built 
Lossless Staging, which supports the merging of live and staging stores 
without the loss of data. This is a game-changer for maintaining 
WooCommerce. With regular WordPress hosts, staging overwrites the live 
store, and with it any orders and customers that happened in the meantime.

At the same time, pricing is very competitive, especially compared to shared hosts’ actual 
monthly prices.

We do unlimited free transfers within the 7-day free trial period. This gives you enough 
time to thoroughly test WooCart and see if it’s the right solution for you.

Learn more about WooCart »
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